
St. Jarnes Episcopal Church
Shelter Study Comrnittee Charter

Problern: On Sunday November 18,2007 , some sixty people met to discuss St.James' ministry
to the homeless. Barbara Casey of Guilford Consulting facilitated this meeting, as each person
individually attempted to answer the question: "I think the Emergency Shelter should ..."

There are many opinions about the Shelter, its guests, its operation, as well as its status as a ten-
ant at St.James. It is clear that the Parish has widely divergent feelings, with some wishing the
Emergency Shelter would vacate immediately, some believing it's the clearest .*urnpl. of ministry
the Parish has had in many years (maybe since co-founding The Covenant Shelter 25 years ago),
and some scattered along the spectrum between these diflering perspectives.

In December, the Vestry continued the discussion-with the realization the Vestry itself holds simi-
lar views about the Shelter. It is clear to the Parish leadership that any "easy" solution could make
at least half the Parish unhappy.

Action: The Executive Committee has formed an ad hoc Shelter Study Committeei to examine
the issues and possibilities, seek at least to ask the questions and to answer them if possible; and
provide a common knowledge base so that the Parish can understand exactly what we face before
any decision about the Emergency Shelter is made.

The Shelter Study Committee shall:

1. Study the Shelter so that the Parish can understand the facts before any decision about the
Emergency Shelter is made. Using information available from the Homeless Hospitality Center
and other organizations, areas to clarify include:

' The basic facts about the Shelter: its history, organization, operation, the typical number of
guests, and the Parish's direct participation in this ministry.

' Develop an understanding of the "system of homeless support" in the region, with particu-
lar emphasis on other organizations (religious and secular) that share this ministry. One
fruit of this area might be a better understanding of the network of common paruners.

' Evaluate the financial and non-financiai costs to the Parish (e.g. the e{Iect on other uses for
the Parish Hall, etc). If possible, estimate the cost of running the Parish Hall with and with-
out the shelter.

. Other factual areas may be clarified as the Committee discerns. ,

2. Frame answers to these questions:
' What can we accept as a parish regarding the Emergency Shelter? The aim of this question

is to determine the "nlraneuver room" for possible solutions.
' What are the boundalies for this parish regarding the Emergency Shelter? The aim of this

question is to define t$e limits for possible solutions.
. Other questions may pe considered as the Committee discerns.

3. Propose a set of options {"ith ,..o-mendations about the shelter to be considered by The
Rector in consultation withlrhe vestry.

I
4. The Committee should pe prepared to present its findings to a Parish Meeting, the Vestry and

The Recto. 
I
I



Decider: With the recommendations of the Shelter Study Committee
the Vestry, The Rector will decide what to do about the Emergency Shel
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in which the Holy Spirit is speaking to us is most likely to bear fruit.

To aid their discernment, the Committee should consider interviews wi
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parishes, members of local governments, etc.
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resp.onsibility is ended when all presentations are complete.
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